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why CENTRIC ?
CENTRIC is dedicated

We are constantly learning how

A must for you, and for us, in

to providing our clients

to improve what we do, and we

today’s competitive world.

with exceptional experiences.

constantly bring our knowledge

As your partner in business we

to the forefront, in the service of

Look at what we have to offer,

our clients.

give us a call, and give us a try.
We’ll be happy to share with you

are guided by our commitment to
We make sure that our service is

our knowledge, capabilities and

compatible with your culture – in-

passion for making your facilities

side and outside your organization.

smarter and safer.

system designed to exceed all

Our carefully vetted partner-

We look forward to helping.

of your needs.

ships with local labor bring with

Brad Frailey

do what’s right for you.
We are solution-CENTRIC
providing complete integrated

them the intimate knowledge so
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We are focused on our passion

crucial to doing the job right. Our

for and expertise in keeping peo-

expertly crafted services are in

ple, property and business opera-

line with the highest professional

tions safe, secure and intelligent.

standards yet cost-effective.

Brad Frailey
President

safe & secure solutions
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Video Surveillance

Access Control Systems

Our experienced professionals can assist you in designing a surveillance camera systems suited to your
specific needs - High Definition IP - Video Analytics Remote Monitoring.

State-of-the-art access control including software that
integrates the most advanced security technologies
with innovative networking capabilities to bring you
full-featured security solutions serving any size facility.

Intercom Solutions

Panic/Duress/Holdup Alarms

Control entry to your office, school, warehouse or
other facility, and view who is at the door before opening. These video or audio door intercom systems add
the security and control vital to your business.

Duress buttons helps vulnerable, threatened or isolated employees to protect themselves and prevent early
stage situations from escalating into major, dangerous
events.

Gate Entry Systems

Intrusion Protection

Telephone entry system designed for use as a primary
access control device for facilities residents or visitors
with options for integration to existing door control
systems or completely stand alone.

Centric can provide both hardwire and wireless alarm
systems monitored by a UL Listed Central Station.
Protect your employees and your investment with a
state of the art Burglar Alarm.

smart solutions

Visitor Management

HVAC Controls

Visitor Management solutions allow organizations to
automate the entire process of registering a visitor,
printing a badge. The solution is flexible, customizable
and feature-rich.

The building owner can monitor the system and
respond to alarms generated by the system from
local or remote locations. The system can be
scheduled for occupancy.

Nurse Call

Cloud File Storage

By providing a wide range of innovative mission-critical
communications products, Centric is focused on helping hospitals and caregivers to improve communications while reducing costs and improving efficiencies.

People want accesss to the information and services
they need, when they need them, from wherever they
are. They aren’t worried about whether IT approves,
they just want to get their work done.

Managed IT Services

On-board temp-detection algorithm. One IP address
two channels, Standard Image: 2 Megapixel (1920
Control
delivers
powerful
and Effective
reliable conxTotal
1080)
Resolution
Thermal
Image:
pixels
trol
for
today’s
complex
commercial
specialty
400×300, Sensitivity 40mK, Thermal:and
8mm
Fixed lens,
applications.
High-quality
user
interfaces, custom
Visible:
2.7-12mm
motorized
lens
onscreen graphics and automated activities make it
the perfect solution for restaurant, bar, hospitality,
conference room, aircraft and marine installations.

Outsourcing day-to-day management responsibilities
and functions as a strategic method for improving
operations and cutting expenses. This can include
outsourcing lifecycle build/maintenance.
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Commercial AV & Automation

We customize
solutions for many
different markets

client CENTRIC
HEALTHCARE
& PHARMA

Active within the health and social services field de-

Fully capable of meeting the most stringent

livering projects and services for notable customers

requirements, Centric has built a lasting relationship

within both the public and private ssectors nationally.

with many of the nearby state and federal facilities.

COMMERCIAL
OFFICE BUILDINGS
& INDUSTRIAL

EDUCATION:
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY

Partnering with building owners, property manage-

“You’ll feel safer when we are there.” Centric has de-

ment companies and tenants to deliverying custom

veloped inovative lock down protocals including train-

solutions large and small.

ing of administrators, teachers & law enforcement.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
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GOVERNMENT
BUILDINGS

TRANSPORTATION

Centric was built on deliverying high security inte-

Security solutions for city surveillance in the protec-

grated systems for financial customers speciallizing

tion of citizens from theft and other crimes. Our solu-

in banking.

tion helps to create a secure environment.

Experienced in innovation,
we create custom solutions
to meet your needs, within
your budget.
Integrated solutions to
secure your environment
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First Class Services:
Not just a concept, but the only
acceptable reality.

our skilled experts
know your business
QUALIFIED

;;;;;;...

EXPERIENCED;...

Our Factory Trained staff have

We are only as good as our peo-

The federal government and

invested the time to acquire

ple, which is why Centric seeks

many states have enacted

the knowledge and skills they

out the brightest talent and highly

several statutes that require

need to make informed deci-

skilled experts. We are proud to

background checks. All Centric

sions about installation options,

be recognized by so many as the

employees are subject to back-

connections and troubleshoot-

company to do business with.

ground checks in compliance

ing - all while working from a
customer-first perspective.
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TRUSTWORTHY

with state and federal law and
Every dedicated professional on

to demonstrate our commitment

our team makes a vital impact

to protecting the integrity of

Centric programmers, techni-

by contributing their expertise

our company and our

cians, installers and project

to each and every solution we

customer’s business.

managers complete ongoing

provide. Combined we offer over

rigorous training programs that

50 years of professional experi-

At Centric we take this respon-

tests their technical aptitude on a

ence with a proven track record

sibility seriously. Your business

daily basis.

of success.

and your security matters to us.

in touch
with your needs

Centric Security & Automation, Inc.
Headquarters in St Louis, Missouri
Services the Continental United States
Missouri: 314-442-6860
Illinois: 618-307-6661
Nationwide: 877-385-5678
email: info@centricstl.com
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